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One of the biggest demands that we see at towns and cities is a need for ongoing
vendor management. What does “vendor management” mean?
In many cases, it includes things like getting on the phone with a software vendor
to resolve technical issues or helping cities purchase computers that specifically
meet their needs and budget.
Vendor management also includes the following areas to make sure that technology
vendors are providing you the exact services you need for a fair price—without
overspending your money.
• Vendor selection requirements. While you may think your vendor selection
requirements articulate what you want from a technology vendor, it helps if
an IT professional clarifies what you want and addresses any communication
gaps.
• Hidden “surprise” costs. Over the years, we’ve seen so many municipalities
look at the cost of an IT solution and not realize it’s too good to be true. For
example, many “24/7” IT
support
providers
offer
extremely low-cost pricing. It’s
only until later that cities realize
that
“24/7”
only
means
automated monitoring software
that flags issues. To solve those
issues?
You
guessed
it!
Suddenly, you’re billed an
expensive hourly fee for
problems that you thought were included in your monthly price.
• Support contracts. When you purchase
hardware, software, a technology solution, or
use a technology vendor’s services, there are
contracts with specific provisions attached. We
often find that cities are not aware of the fine
print, do not enforce support provisions
included in contracts, overpay for dated terms that could be renegotiated,
and even sometimes pay for support that should be included for free.
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• Proper setup and installation. While many technology vendors do a decent
job at setting up and installing their solutions, they are not experts in
managing municipal information technology environments and they are not
experts in your particular environment. They may make a best effort, but they
could mess something up that costs money or creates ongoing problems if
you leave it all up to them.
• Ongoing monitoring, maintenance, and support. As a part of any
technology solution, you will run into problems ranging from glitches to the
occasional crisis or malfunction. We find that reactive support (i.e. assuming
the technology solution is working without ongoing monitoring and
management) along with non-technical communication with the vendor
increases the risks of ongoing, long-term problems with your expensive
investment.
This guide examines why you need to evaluate and monitor vendors more closely,
and then talks about how vendor management can also save towns and cities
money.
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VENDOR MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES
The following best practices create a foundation for good IT vendor management.
1. Perform a vendor inventory.
It’s good to collect and centralize as much information about your vendors as you
can. Make sure you’re clear on:
• Total number of vendors.
• What services those vendors provide. (Look
for vendors that provide duplicate
services.)
• Where those vendors operate.
• Total cost, frequency of payment, and
predictable/unpredictable billing.
• Contracts, support agreements, and
warranties.
Just performing a simple inventory may surprise you. For example, you may find
that a vendor is wildly unpredictable in their monthly billing or that a certain vendor
hasn’t been living up to a support agreement.
2. Review all contracts.
This may seem like an obvious best practice, but many aspects of contract review
are often neglected in organizations. A contract should clearly spell out:
• The scope of products, services, and/or support to be provided.
• A reasonable contract duration. (For example, is there risk of burdening the
next administration?)
• Reasonable renewal or termination requirements.
• A reasonable warranty.
• Reasonable payment terms.
• Insurance coverage.
• Local government pricing.
If you haven’t reviewed existing contracts in a long time, then take time to go
through them. Look for gaps between what the contract says and the services you’re
receiving. From this point forward, make sure (in addition to your city attorney) that
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you have a business stakeholder and an experienced technology professional
evaluate all new vendor contracts.
3. Renegotiate contracts, if possible.
After reviewing your contracts, you may notice some anomalies. Perhaps you’re
getting way overcharged for a service. Maybe one vendor hasn’t upgraded their
service model or technology for many years. If you have doubts about any particular
service, then shop around. You may find that a cheaper and/or higher quality service
exists that would benefit your city. If you still want to keep a vendor, then you may
be able to leverage market knowledge to renegotiate your pricing or get the vendor
to provide more services.
4. Overhaul your vendor evaluation process.
A vendor evaluation process should include the following best practices:
• Spend time defining what you need. (Also known as “requirements.”)
• Shop around and know your industry. (This helps you benchmark pricing and
local government-tailored services.)
• Know your government pricing. (No need to pay full price, right?)
• Don’t just settle on lowest price. (Many cities still evaluate IT in terms of pure
cost, which is a big mistake.)
• Look out for indirect costs. (For example, some vendors claim to provide 24/7
support or an easy installation—but the fine print says otherwise.)
During
a
vendor
evaluation
process,
follow a series of steps
that help you select the
best vendor. Business
stakeholders
and
IT
professionals need to
work
together
to
evaluate all aspects of a vendor for financial stability, the ability to deliver quality
services, the relevancy of the solution, and pricing. Bad vendors will lead to possible
higher cost and security risks.
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5. Hire IT professionals to manage vendors.
Once vendors are vetted, paid, and serving you, you need a third party with deep
knowledge of information technology to manage and oversee vendors. Busy, nontechnical city staff can easily overlook issues with vendors such as security concerns,
performance problems, and adherence to a contract. And even the best technology
vendors often have difficulty working with non-technical staff about major issues. IT
professionals will be able to communicate with vendors more efficiently while also
warding off major problems and security risks.
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SAVING MONEY THROUGH VENDOR MANAGEMENT
So how do these best practices affect your city’s bottom line? Here are some specific
ways IT in a Box’s vendor management service saves your town or city money.
1. We help cities define business objectives.
This may seem counterintuitive at first. Managing vendors by getting cities to define
business objectives? But a lack of business objectives is one of the ways that vendors
can get unruly—and run up billable hours. If you don’t know what you want out of
an investment, the vendor won’t necessarily help you figure it out. They just want
you buying their product, software, or services.
Assess what vendors you’re currently using and
then define what business problems they are being
paid to help solve. This can be an eye-opening
exercise to help you start assessing the state of your
current vendor relationships and overall costs.
2. We challenge vendors that have not been challenged in a long time.
When we start working with cities, we’ll find vendor relationships that have existed
for many years—sometimes even decades. In most cases, no one has challenged
these vendors for a long time. What are they providing? How do their services
compare with other services in the market? Has their product or service evolved
with the times? Is the investment producing a direct or indirect return on
investment? We find that vendors especially need to be challenged in the telecom
and software space. They’ve often set up shop long ago, collect their money every
year, and rarely evolve their services or become a true partner with municipalities.
3. We outline clear measurements and metrics.
Vendors are supposed to be doing something for you. What is it? At first, this may
seem like a simplistic question. However, many cities are using hardware, software,
or other technology-related services that have an unclear purpose. Servers are not
used for their original intent or become dated and unsupported. Software is
obsolete and underutilized. Website features become dated and content is
unmanaged. Each vendor should be able to demonstrate clear metrics to you about
how their services positively affect your city.
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4. We enforce contracts, warranties, and service agreements.
One of the things that towns and cities
often thank us for is simply enforcing
existing vendor agreements. Every
municipality has busy staff, and there is
often little time to scour vendor
agreements. Yet, that is where the gold
often lies. We usually find that a city’s IT
staff (or even non-IT staff) is handling
issues related to telecom, software,
accounting systems, or other IT-related
services when the vendor should be handling those issues. Agreements outline the
scope of products and services that vendors are obligated to provide. Staying on
top of vendor agreements helps to minimize downtime and disruption as well as
realize the full benefit of contracted services.
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Information technology is complex, frustrating, and time-consuming for city staff.
This is a problem because city staff are already strapped for time, wear multiple hats,
and often lack the technical expertise to know exactly how they should interact with
software and hardware vendors.
• Have you ever lost hours or days on the phone with a hardware or software
vendor?
• Did you feel like you just weren’t communicating?
• Were they saying words that just didn’t make sense?
• Did they rush you through the call, leaving you uncertain whether the issue
was fully resolved?
• Were they also trying to sell you something to resolve the issue, or in addition
to resolving the issue?
Don’t worry. We’ve got it.

Contact us today for
a conversation about
your vendor
management needs.

Do you get frustrated wasting time on hardware and software support
calls where you’re not sure if you’re resolving the problem? Our
IT in a Box engineers step in to take care of this dirty work. From
resolving issues to even purchasing new computers for you, we will
work with technology vendors directly so that you don’t lose hours and
days on the phone.
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